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Dan Kaminsky, S.F. native and pioneer of internet  security, dies at 42 The internet  was never designed to be secure. The internet  was designed to move pictures of
cats.    &quot;Dan was a pioneer of doing experimentation on security of the internet . 

 Chris Colin imagines a world without the internet  in new picture book The current clusterfork exacerbated and/or caused by the internet  is an all-ages show.   Chris
Colin, journalist and author of &quot;Off: The Day the Internet  Died&quot; Photo: Courtesy Chris Colin Q: What do you think  

 A meme about 'only-in-San Francisco' political scandals is tearing up the internet By Annie Vainshtein Thousands of San Francisco residents logged onto Twitter
this week to find out they'd been arrested, recalled or canceled - by the Democratic Socialists of America, Recology, or Supervisor  

 Review: The internet  can&rsquo;t save you in novel &lsquo;No One Is Talking About This&rsquo; Its post-postmodern bona fides impel today's Sophisticated
Reader to squeal with anticipation: auto-fictional, check; fragmented, check; ribald internet  humor with Easter eggs for discerning readers,  

 Internet  crackdown on Trump, supporters spreads from AWS to Twilio, Stripe and others The moves highlight the power that a small number of firms have over
the internet , including obscure Bay Area tech companies that provide the plumbing of a modern web presence.   While some cheered the tech  

 Politics Try viewing this in a modern browser like Chrome, Safari, Firefox or Internet  Explorer 9 or later. 

 Twitter CEO on Trump ban: 'right decision' but broader bans could be 'destructive' to internet Dorsey said that while users could go to other internet  services if they
disagree with Twitter's policies, the widespread bans and restrictions on Trump and his supporters &quot;challenged&quot; that concept.   Dorsey  

 The funniest face masks on the Internet These are the masks the youths are wearing! Joshua Sargent Just because a face mask is a vital part of preventing the
spread of a deadly pandemic doesn't mean it can't also be hilarious. Animal characters masks  

 California wildfires can bring internet  outages. Comcast provides both wired broadband and internet -based phone service.   One-hundred percent &quot;of our
customer market is vulnerable to the fires,&quot; said Ofer Tenenbaum, CEO of Valley Internet , a Fairfield  

 Can San Francisco realize the dream of public internet ? Access equity:Can San Francisco realize the dreamof public internet ?   &quot;Internet  access in 2020
should be viewed in many ways as a human right,&quot; Farrell says.   Jasper would like to see federal subsidies for  

 The internet  is packed with sunglasses sales today And we have a theory as to why. Joshua Sargent Due, no doubt, to the string of dark, cold and rainy months
we've had, a lot of shops are desperately trying to get rid of their sunglasses stock: Woot! has a  

 Internet  providers must take lead on closing digital divide However, hotspots don't solve the problem if the underlying internet  infrastructure is inadequate or
nonexistent.   The existing internet  patchwork system falls short in speed and geographic availability,  
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